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Two rays with the same endpoint that extends in opposite directions

Undefined TermsPoint: Names of the location and has no size. Line: A straight path that is not thick and extends forever. Plane: a flat surface that has no thickness and extends forever. DefinitionsSegment: The part of a line consisting of two points and all points between them. Endpoint: A point at one end of a segment
or a starting point of a beam. Ray: The part of the line that starts at the end point and extends forever in one direction. Opposite rays: Two rays that share the same endpoint and expand in opposite directions to form a line. PostulatesPostulate 1-1-1: Despite all two points there is exactly one line. Postuate 1-1-2: Across
all three nonlinear points is the plane that contains them. Postuate 1-1-3: If two points lie in a plane, then the line containing these points lies in the plane. Postuate 1-1-4: If two lines intersect, then they intersect at exactly one point. Postulate 1-1-5: If two planes intersect, then they intersect exactly in one line. A picture of
a line segment, beam, and angle. DefinitionsCongruent segments: Segments of the same length. Midpoint: The point that bisects a line segment in two identical segments. Segment Bisector: Any beam, line, or segment that bisects a segment row is the center point. PostulatesPost 1-2-1: Points on the line can be given in
one-to-one correspondence with real numbers. Segment Adding Postulate: If B is between A and C, then AB+BC=AC. Figure A _DefinitionsAngle: Two rays that share a common endpoint. Peak: common angle endpoint. Acute angle: angle with a degree greater than 0 and less than 90.Blunt angle: angle with a degree
greater than 90 and less than 180.Right angle: angle with a degree of exactly 90.Straight Angle: Formed by two opposite beams, measures 180.Angle Bisector: a beam that divides and angles into two identical angles. PostulatesProtrator Postulate: Due to row AB and point O online AB, all rays drawn from point O can be
put into one-to-one correspondence with real numbers 0 to 180.Angle Adding Postulate: If point C is indoors &lt;ABD, then m&lt;ABC+m&lt;CBD=m&lt;ABD (Figure A). Figure B _DefinitionsAdjacent angles: Two angles with a common side and a common vertice. Linear pair: a pair of adjacent angles whose non-common
sides are opposite rays.Complementary Angles: A pair of angles whose measures have a sum of 90 degrees. Additional angles: a pair of angles whose measures have a sum of 180 degrees. Vertical angles: A pair of no-adjacent angles formed by two intersecting lines. Figure B: A is an example of vertical angles. B is
the right angle. C is the blunt angle. D is an acute angle. E shows several things: Angles 2 and 3 complement each other. Angles 1 and right angles made up of 2 and 3 are complementary. DefinitionsPerimeter: Sum of the lateral lengths of the image. Area: Number of non-overlapping square units covering the interior On
each side of the triangle. Height: Segment from the top that forms the right angle with the base. Circumference: distance around the circle. Diameter: The length of a segment that passes through the center of a circle and has endpoints on the circle. Pi: Ratio of the circumference of the circle to its diameter. It is often
displayed as 3.14 or 22/7.Radius: The distance of a segment that has endpoints in the center of a circle and at any point in a circle. FormulaPart of the circle: C=2(pi)r or C=(pi)d.Circle area: A=(pi)r². Triangle area: A=1/2bh. Triangle circumference: P=a+b+c.Rectangle circumference: 2w+2l. Rectangle area: wl. Square
circumference: 4s. Square area: s². DefinitionsCoordinated plane: a plane which is divided into four quadrants by a horizontal line and a vertical line. The horizontal line is known as the x-axis. The vertical line is known as the y-axis. Hypotension: Side opposite right angle, which stretches from one foot to another.
TheoremsTheorem 1-6-1: Pythagorean Sentence: In the right triangle, the sum of the squares of leg lengths is equal to the square length of the hypotension. The formula is square + b squared = c squared. Formulas Middle point formula! Distance formula! DefinitionsTransformation: Change the position, size, or shape of
a picture. Preimage: Picture before transformation. Picture: Transformation Result. Reflection: Flip over a line called a point of reflection. Rotation: Transform around a P point called the center of rotation. Each point and its image are at the same distance from P.Translation: All points of the image move at the same
distance in the same direction. Translation, reflection and rotation! Definition: Two spokes with a common endpoint that point in the opposite direction and form a straight line. Try adjusting the spokes below by dragging any orange dot. These two rays (blue and red) will only be opposite when they point in exactly opposite
directions. Opposite rays are two rays that start from a common point and go in exactly the opposite direction. For this reason, the two rays (QA and QB in the figure above) form one line through the common end point Q. Other topics line (C) 2011 Copyright Math Open Reference. All Rights Reserved Point is symbolized
by a period and represents a specific location. It doesn't have a six or a shape. A line is defined as a point line that stretches infinitely in two directions, which are shown with arrow keys. A line is defined by two points on a line and has only one dimension. A line segment is part of a line that has two defined endpoints. A
line segment is a collection of points inside endpoints and is named after endpoints. A beam is a line that has one defined endpoint and one side that extends infinitely from the endpoint. The beam is named after the end point and another point on the track. The angle, which is formed by two spokes that have the same
end point, is called the aplin. The aplist is measured in degrees and is easiest to measure using a carbon meter. Angles can be measured using an angle. Angles can be classified according to how large they are. The right angle is 90°, while an angle that measures between 0° and 90° is called an acute angle. An angle
measuring between 90° and 180° is called a blunt angle, while a straight angle measures 180°. A flat surface without edges and boundaries is called a plane. It is infinitely spread in two dimensions and is named by three points in a plane which are not on the same line, e.g. the plane. An example of an aircraft would be
a coordinate plane. Two lines that meet at a point are called intersecting lines Two lines that are in the same plane and which never intersect are called parallel lines (or spokes) that are perpendicular, are lines that intersect at right angles. The symbol of perpendicular lines is the bevel lines, which are not in the same
plane. Video lessons Classify all angles of Java games: Flashcards, matching, concentration, and word search. Includes geometric concepts and definitions ab pointan exact location in space linea direct arrangement of points that extends forever in opposite directions planea flat surface that extends forever chimney
points that lie on the same line intersect2 lines, spokes or segments that meet at one point line segment part of the line, which consists of 2 endpoints raypart line, which has one endpoint and extends forever in the second direction of the angle when 2 rays share a common endpoint vertexthe angle endpoint, where 2
spokes meet the degree of unit used to measure the angle size of the protractortool used to measure the angle of the acute angular almond, measuring more than 0 &amp; less than 90 right angles, measuring 90 blunt angles measuring greater than 90 90 and less than 180 straight angles, which measures 180 additional
angles2 angles , the sum of which is 90 additional angles2 angles, the sum of which is 180 adjacent angles2 which share a common side but do not overlap vertical angles2 angles that are not adjacent &amp; are formed by the intersection of 2 lines Scalene triangleno sides have the same length Isosceles triangleat
least 2 sides have same length Equilateral triangleall sides have the same length parallel linestwo lines in the same plane that never cross perpendicular lines which intersect and form the right angles of the transverse line which intersect the other two lines to form eight angles alternative internal angles located inside
two parallel lines when intersecting transverse corresponding angles which are in the same position at two different lines cut by a transverse quadrilateral four-sided polygonal quadrilateral parallel with opposite sides parallel trapezoidal trapezoidal quadrilateral with only one pair parallel lines of the rectangle four sided
polygon with four right angles rhombusa parallelism with all equal parts of the square rectangle with equal sides and four right angles symmetrical when folded in half, picture is the same on both sides of the fold identical figures, when the two shapes are exactly the same size and shape similar to the figure that have the
same shape, but can vary in size java games: flashcards, matching, concentration, and word search. Practice the vocabulary of geometry! AB pointan exact location in space linea direct path that extends without end in opposite directions raya part of the line that begins at one end point and extends forever line segment
part of the line that extends from one end point to another planea perfectly flat surface that extends infinitely in all directions identically have the same shape and size anglea image formed by two rays with a common end point vertexthe point where two sides intersect the right angle, which measures exactly 90 degrees
acute angle angle, which measures less than 90 degrees blunt angle angle, which measures more than 90 degrees straight angle, which measures exactly 180 degrees additional angles two angles, the measures of which add to 180 degrees additional angles, the measures of which add to 180 degrees 90 degrees
additionaltange angles, the measures of which add to 180 degrees perpendicular line that intersect two shapes of right angles parallel lines, which do not intersect twist lines which lie in different planes and are neither parallel nor intersect vertical angles, formed by two intersecting lines of transverse line which intersect
two or more comma-circles of all points in the plane which are the same distance from a given point of the centre of the circlepoint inside a circle which is at the same distance from all points on the circle radius of the segment whose endpoints are the centre of the circle and any point on the circle the diameter of the
segment passing through the centre of the circle and the end points of which lie on the circular segment of the chord, the end points of which are two points on the circular arc part of the circle named after its endpoints, the centre angle with the apline at the centre of the circle, the part of the circle bounded by two radii



and the arc connecting them
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